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Background: Several topics have been a focus over the last year and specifically the last several months 

as staff work to proactively address employee concerns, better retention levels, and increase our ability 

to attract great employees across a variety of fields. 

The City of Stillwater is facing the difficulties of retention and recruitment that is currently seen across 
the community and nation. Positions have been open multiple times and some positions have been left 
unfilled for longer periods of time than ever seen in the past. Hiring processes have changed in some 
areas to fast track applicants on board, we have talked to employees when they leave employment, and 
we have reviewed salaries in a number of areas in an effort to remain competitive. The number of 
eligible applicants is lower than in the past and the difficulty in being able to have applicants who can 
complete the hiring process (references, drug testing, driving records, and competing offers) has 
increased. In conversations with employees leaving employment, they cite better pay, work from home 
or flexible schedules, and retirement benefits as the main factors in them leaving.  
 
At the end of this presentation, Becky Taylor will share a few preliminary high level results of the recent 

employee engagement survey. The hope is to take the conversation points identified prior to the 

engagement survey and presented tonight, pair them with new ideas developed by hearing our 

employees via the results of the survey once it has been reviewed in depth, and take action that will 

help us to become an even better employer of choice to best serve our citizens. 

Analysis: In order to stay competitive, the City must look at items that employees currently find valuable in 
their jobs. Four key points have been identified under recruitment and retention:  

 Benefits 

 Retirement program  

 Salary 

 COLA 

 Compensation strategy discussion 

 Work Schedule 

 

 Benefits: Benefits are a primary source of questions from applicants during the interview and 
hiring phase. Staff has had preliminary meetings with our insurance broker and, due to 
increasing plan costs and costs associated with medical care, we are expecting an increase in the 
cost of insurance plans for the coming fiscal year. Each year we strive to balance fiscal 
responsibility of the plan while ensuring that the health benefits employees receive are valuable 
to them in their employment. The need to maintain the benefits programs is critical to retention 
and recruitment.  

 
 This topic will be brought back to Council at a later date when we have more information based 
 on actuary reports and recommendations of vendor and plan placement from our broker.  



 

 Retirement: Melissa Reames will be speaking to you regarding the retirement plan for general 
employees. This item is based on talking points collected from current and terminating 
employees. The discussion will not include police and fire employees covered by a collective 
bargaining agreement as they have separate pension plans. 

 

 Salaries: Compensation is a very difficult situation to address. As a municipality, we are tasked 
now more than ever of competing with private business for the labor market. Private businesses 
raise salaries during periods of extreme competitiveness for personnel and in response to high 
periods of inflation, as well as in situations unknown such as COVID. We are continually 
reviewing and re-evaluating salaries in order to stay competitive in the current labor market.  
 

At this time, we would like to address continued salary concerns in two ways:  
 recommendation for a single-time cost of living adjustment for general employees; and,  
 discussions with a compensation consultant to better outline the City’s long-term 

response to compensation.  
 

 The most recent across-the-board cost of living adjustment occurred in November 2018. We 
 believe a COLA will help immediately address concerns with salary for recruitment and retention 
 and assist us with being a more attractive employer. The consultant will then come in and work 
 with City staff to develop a long-term compensation strategy that will help us remain 
 competitive, be more proactive in addressing labor fluctuations, and ensure fiscal responsibility 
 for personnel costs.  
 
 The goal is to place the City in a position where compensation is appropriate and competitive, 
 and allows the City to maintain experienced, knowledgeable staff to best serve citizens and this 
 community. Staff believe a COLA and full review of future compensation strategy will position 
 the City to better do this. 
 

 Work Schedules: There are several departments across the City that currently run on non-
traditional schedules and several that rely on a traditional Monday – Friday, 8-5 schedule. This 
item has been a big topic lately and has become even more of a retention/recruitment topic as 
COVID has changed the way many people view how, when, and where work can be conducted.  

 
 The City’s purpose is to best serve the citizens of Stillwater, and we believe that a look at 
 work schedules can present an opportunity to enhance that service while also providing a 
 valued benefit to current and potential employees. Brady Moore is going to discuss this topic in 
 detail. 
 
  


